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Storytelling your research

How to position a paper at leading journal level



 Describe a new idea in a paper

 Do this without denigrating the literature

 View instead the existing literature as “the story thusfar”

 Extend the story

 Add (complexity/clarity) to the story

 Illuminate part of the story that has not been written yet

 Remember that a new episode depends on the previous episodes; rarely are 
they wrong

What is the story here?

Positioning and highlighting contributions



1.Set the scene

2.State the art

3.Promise solutions

4.Set 3 objectives that make 3 contributions

How to craft a position?



To take our learning further, 
we will analyse this article.



1. Set the scene

a) What is the practical phenomenon?



1. Set the scene

b) Who should care?



1. Set the scene

c) Why should they care?



2. State the art

a) What is known about this phenomenon from prior research?



2. State the art

b) What is unknown—the theoretical gap—and why is that a problem?



3. Promise solutions

a) How will your paper fill the theoretical gap?



3. Promise solutions

b) How will your paper help understand the practical phenomenon?



4. Set objective 1…

…that makes contribution 1



4. Set objective 2…

…that makes contribution 2



4. Set objective 3…

…that makes contribution 3



Now let’s try 
this at home!
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